
INTRODUCTION

It is a matter for deep regret that our former editor, the late Mr C. E. Norden, did not
have the satisfaction of playing a greater part in the revision of this Catalogue. He had long
regarded such revision as essential to the status and well-being of Commonwealth philately,
but his death intervened before he could carry it through as editor. It is the intention of the
present editor to carry forward the work step by step, and in doing so he feels he will be
discharging a debt of friendship to one for whom he had the highest regard, as man and
as philatelist.

In this edition of the Catalogue large scale revision will be found chiey in the King
George V issues. Headings and dates of these issues have been revised and amplied, and
the section on the King George V ld Green printings re-Written. The ld Greens have not in
the past been the most popular eld in Commonwealth but they are undoubtedly the richest
in philatelic interest. It is hoped that their new presentation will help to commend them
more to the attention of collectors. l

Users of the Catalogue will nd numerous other corrections and additions, but the real
Work of revision can only be carried through section by section. Nor can it be done hurriedly,
if collectors of Australian Commonwealth are to have the type of catalogue it is our aim to
give them.

Two well-known items, the “pulls” of G62 and the “Special Adhesives,” have disappeared
from our lists. The bogus character of the former is now generally recognised, and until
Postal Stationery is included in the Catalogue the “Special Adhesives” will not be listed.

We are grateful for the criticisms and suggestions We have received, and we trust that
users of the Catalogue will continue to tell us how they think it might be improved.

It is realised that the use of letters and numbers in conjunction is a convenient means of
identication, and collectors and dealers are advised that use may be made of those in this
Catalogue to set up collections or for advertising, without infringement of our copyright.

The prices listed are for stamps guaranteed correctly identied as to shade, paper and
printer. Throughout the Catalogue the term “unused” refers to stamps which are reasonably
Well-centred, have full gum with no creases, intact perforations, and are of fresh appearance
generally. The term “used” refers to stamps which are well—centred, uncreased, and with
light cancellation. In other words it implies “ne used” condition. For stamps which do not
measure up to these specications prices should be reduced according to condition. The prices
for varieties are for those in the cheapest shades unless specically stated otherwise.

It is most important to realise that we are not a stamp dealing rm and do not supply
stamps listed in the Catalogue. The listed prices are based on current market valuations,
not on dealers’ stocks.

\

NOTE PARTICULARLY l

IMPRINTS: Except where otherwise stated the pricing of imprint blocks is for “blocks
of four.” In recent years most collectors have insisted on blocks of four, but it is the opinion
of the publishers that pairs serve the purpose admirably. To ascertain the catalogue value of
an imprint pair simply deduct the value of two unused singles from that of the imprint block
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of four. Imprints of high values are usually seen only with pairs, and even as such many

are rare.
RARE ITEMS: It will be found that most of these have been priced, even though some

are extremely rare, in some cases unique. We would point out that the prices listed for these

items are intended as a guide only, since prices paid for rarities are usually a matter of

negotiation.

All Commonwealth stamps have been printed by government agency, and the only plates

to be manufactured by private contract have been the four steel plates of the surface-printed

ld King George V. A Stamp Printing Branch of the Commonwealth Treasury Department

was established in 1909. With the retirement of the Commonwealth Stamp Printer, I. B.

Cooke, in 1918, the Stamp Printing Branch was abolished, and from that date all Common-

wealth stamps have been printed by the Note Printing Branch. This was originally a branch

of the Treasury Department, but in 1926 it Was transferred to the Commonwealth Bank

of Australia. All stamps have been printed in Melbourne.

J. C. W. Brown
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INTRODUCTION

Apart from the appearance of the postage dues on unwatermarked
paper, the past twelve months have seen only three additions to the

general series and two new special issues. For the specialist collector,
however, these new issues have provided some very attractive plate

varieties, and further discoveries have been made in other of our more

recent stamps. The CENTRE OF WORK variety in the 10d. Queen

Elizabeth is unique in Australian philately. All such varieties as appear

to us to reach a certain level of prominence and philatelic interest will
be found listed in this edition.

Revision of the old lists has been continued with the re-writing of
the steel plate printings of the George V 1%d. and 2d,, and of the

George VI ordinary issues. The George V 1-§d., die 2, has always been

a favourite with Commonwealth specialists and requires no recommen-
dation. What has sometimes been overlooked is that the red printings
show a very attractive range of shades. Some of these are by no means

easy to acquire.
Past neglect of the George V 2d., die 2, is difficult to understand.

It is a most interesting stamp, and was well written up in the

Ausmzlian Philatelic Record of the day. Inadequate treatment in earlier

editions of the Catalogue may have contributed to this neglect, and the

new lists aim to remedy the injustice.
Some fresh information and two or three new varieties have been

added to the lists of the George V 2d., die 3.

It was generally recognised that the old arrangement of the George

VI ordinary issues was not altogether satisfactory. The benefits of any

radical re-arrangement in this section, however, would scarcely be

commensurate with the inconvenience caused. The chief purpose of
the new setting out has been to make the section easier of reference.

We have introduced sub-section headings, eliminated the A numbers,

added some further notes and varieties, and brought the listing of
varieties into line with the order introduced elsewhere in the Catalogue.

It seemed better also to gather the 1941 Surcharges into a section of
their own.

Prior to 1939 all stamps made up into coils, whether for use in stamp

vending machines or for sale to private individuals, were takenfrom
ordinary sheets, with normal perforation. Where joined (“paste-up”)
pairs from coils of this period are known we note the fact, but
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unfortunately the ease with Which such varieties can be faked makes
it impossible for us to include them in our priced lists. They have con-
sequently been relegated in each case to a note at the foot of the list.

We should like to record our appreciation of the help we have
received in the preparation of this edition, in particular from Messrs
C. O. Dunn, J. P. Meara, and H. F. l\r’lcNess. Helpful suggestions have
been received from correspondents otherwise unknown to us. Such
suggestions (or criticisms) from users of the Catalogue are always
Welcome.

Changes in the numbering of issues for this edition are as follows:

Old New Old New Old New
F41 F42 041 021 059 058

7 F42 F41 042 041 060 059
0 6 O 5 043 042 061 060

044 043 062 061
045 044 062A 062
046 045 063A 064

O10 O47 O46 O64 O65
7 011 * 010 048 047 065 066

011A  O23 O49 O22 065A O67
012” 011 050 048 065B 068

“ O13“ 012  O51 O49 066 069 6

014 013 052 050 066A 070
"jo15“o14 7 OSZA 051 067 071

000

QQQQ

\0oo\Io\

“.016 O15 O53 052 067A 072
fois 7016 .054 053 068 073
”'()‘19 017 4 O56 054 069 074

O21 O18 O57 O55 070 O75

O22 L O19 A
O57A O56 O71 O76

O23 O20 O58 O57
>

. In issues that have recently‘ been rewritten it Will be noticed that
varieties are listed in a denite order. 6

Shades} Listed under the letters A, B, C, etc.

Paper varieties: Wmk. inverted, sideways or reversed. Paper thick or
thin, etc. Listed under the letters a, aa, ab, etc.

Separation varieties: Double perf., imperf., coil joins, etc. Listed under
the letters b, ba, bb, etc. Diagonal and other freak perforations
are not listed. 6

Prii-zting varieties: Offset, printed on the gum, slurred or kiss prints,
double prints, dry ink, ink stripping, ink clogs (where such have

-L becomeipopular)», etc. Listed under the letters c, ca, cb, etc.

\



Varieties due to paper creases or folds, or to threads or other

foreign matter adhering to paper or printing plates are not listed.

Plate orwieties: Flaws, retouches, re-entries, etc. Listed under the letters

d, e, .f, etc. Where a plate variety is found in several states these

are listed, e.g., as d, da, db.  

lmprirzts: Listed under the letters Z, za, etc.

Reference is made in the lists to various settings of the Harrison
and Ash imprints on surface-printed issues. For the Harrison
imprint the two settings are N of HARRISON over MP and over
M of STAMP. For the Ash imprint (roman type) the two usual

settings are N of JOHN over N and over A of AND. There is

a third setting found in P34, D74 and D77 in which the N of
JOHN is over the space between NOTE and AND. T

All stamps listed in this Catalogue, apart from the early Postage

Dues and the 1/- and 2/ - Olympics (q.v.), were printed in Melbourne,
by government agency. A Stamp Printing Branch of the Common-
wealth Treasury Department was established in 1909. With the

retirement of the Commonwealth Stamp Printer, J. B. Cooke, in May
1918, the Stamp Printing Branch was abolished. From that date the

printing of ‘Commonwealth postage stamps has been the responsibility
of the Note Printing Branch. This was originally a branch of the

Treasury Department. In May 1926 it was transferred to the Common-
wealth Bank of Australia.

Throughout the Catalogue the term “unused” refers to stamps which
are reasonably well-centred, have full gum with no creases, intact
perforations, and are of fresh appearance generally. The term “used”
implies “fine used” condition, in other words reasonable centring, light
cancellation, and no stains, creases, thins, or other forms of damage.

For stamps that do not measure up to these specications prices should

be reduced according to condition. The prices for varieties are for
those in the cheapest shades unless specifically stated otherwise.

Except where otherwise stated the pricing of imprint and plate

number blocks is for “blocks of four.” To ascertain the catalogue value

of an imprint or plate number pair deduct the value of two unused

singles from that of the imprint block of four. lmprints of high values

are usually seen only with pairs, and even as such many are rare.

It will be understood that in the case of extremely rare items the

prices listed are intended as a guide only. Prices paid for rarities, are

usually a matter of negotiation.

PLEASE NOTE: VVe are not a stamp dealing rm and do not
supply stamps listed in this catalogue.

J. C. W. Brown



ENTRQDUCTION

Revision of the Catalogue has been continued in this edition with
the re-writingtof the King George V 4%d, 5 d and 1/4 values. Interest-
ing studies can be made in particular of the 4-§d and 5 d, but it will be
realised that a catalogue listing can include only a selection of the
known varieties.

Criticism is sometimes levelled at the detailed listing of shades in. this
and other catalogues. Our listings are intended for collectors who are
prepared to spend some time in the study of an issue. Such collectors
know that the shades are there. The problem is to attach suitable labels
to them. To this problem we do notibelievethere is any nal solution,
but we do believe that catalogue listings could be more helpful to the
collector than they sometimes have been. For F65 B, for example,
“reddish-violet” has replaced the old “violet-mauve.” The new name
may be less picturesque but it does show more obviously the relation-
ship of the shade to the “violet” of F65 A.

Changes in shade names of the 5 d are more extensive. The old lists
had been built up piecemeal over the years, and our aim has been to
work out a more consistent classication to cover all the 5d issues.
A note has been added in explanation of the shade names employed.

It is too much to expect that all users of the Catalogue will be
pleased at our treatment of the controversial 1/4 “deep turquoise”
(F68 F). VVe are quite certain, however, that the majority of collectors
and dealers alike will approve what has been done. There has been
much discussion of this shade in the past twelve months. .

Those interested in more recent issues of Australian Commonwealth
will nd in the Catalogue some reflection of the research being cur-
rently carried out upon them. We owe much to Messrs C. O. Dunn
and J. P. .\leara in this respect. Much of their work is too highly
specialised for its results to be summarised in our lists, but on the
subject of booklets and of plate lay-out they have opened up new
elds of studv in Australian Commonwealth. The philatelic interest of
our stamps niay change in emphasis but it does not lessen.

We should like to record our appreciation also help received
from .\-Ir H. P. H. Solomon. Mr W. M. Holbeach remains our sternest
critic and one of our most helpful friends.

The only change of numbering in this edition is as follows:
Old New

'

F63 F64
F64 F63
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In issues that have been re-Written in recent years it will be noticed
that varieties are listed in a denite order. '

Shades: Listed under the letters A, B, C, etc.

Paper varieties: Wmk. inverted, sideways or reversed. Paper thick or
thin, etc. Listed under the letters a, aa, ab, etc.

Separatioiz gvarieties.‘ Double perf., imperf., coil joins, etc. Listed under
the letters b, ba, bb, etc. Diagonal and other freak perforations
are not listed.

A

Prz'1ztz'1zg varieties: Offset, printed on the gum, slurred or kiss prints.
double prints, dry ink, ink stripping, ink clogs (where such have
become popular), etc. Listed under the letters c, ca, cb, etc.
Varieties due to paper creases or folds, or to threads or other
foreign matter adhering to paper or printing plates are not listed.

Plate -varieties.‘ Flaws, retouches, re-entries,etc. Listed under the letters
d, e, f, etc. Where a plate variety is found in several states these
are listed, e.g., as d, da, db.

Imprints.‘ Listed under the letters Z, za, etc.

Reference is made in thelists to various settings of the Harrison
and Ash imprints on surface-printed issues. For the Harrison
imprint the two settings are N of HARRISON over MP and over
M of STAMP. For the Ash imprint (roman type) the two usual
settings are N of JOHN over N and over A of AND. There is
a third setting found in F34, D74 and D77 in which the N of
]OHN- is over the space between NOTE and AND.

All stamps listed in this Catalogue, apart from the early Postage
Dues and the 1/» and 2/-L Olympics (q.v.), were printed in Melbourne,
by government agency. A Stamp Printing Branch of the Common~
Wealth Treasury Department was established in 1909. With the
retirement of the Commonwealth Stamp Printer, J. B. Cooke, in May
1918, the Stamp Printing Branch was abolished. From that date the
printing of "Commonwealth postage stamps has been the responsibility
of the Note Printing Branch. This was originally a branch of the
Treasury Department. In May 1926 it Was transferred to the Common-
wealth Bank of Australia. '

Throughout the Catalogue the term “unused” refers to stamps which
are reasonably Well-centred, have full gum with no creases, intact
perforations, and are of fresh appearance generally. The term “used”
implies “ne used” condition, in other Words reasonable centring, light
cancellation, and no stains, creases, thins, or other forms of damage.
For stampsthat do not measure up to these specifications prices should



be reduced according to condition. The prices for varieties are for
those in the cheapest shades unless specically stated otherwise.

Except where otherwise stated the pricing of imprint and plate
number blocks is for “blocks of four.” To ascertain the catalogue value
of an imprint or plate number pair deduct the value of two unused
singles from that of the imprint block of four. Imprints of high values
are usually seen only with pairs, and even as such many are rare.

lt will be understood that in the case of extremely rare items the
prices listed are intended as a guide only. Prices paid for rarities are
usuallv a matter of negotiation.

PLEASE NOTE: We are not a stamp dealing rm and do not
supply stamps listed in this catalogue.

J. C. W. Brown



INTRODUCTION
1*

The past year has seen extensive changes in Australian stamps, in-
cluding the disappearance of two designs familiar for more than twenty
years, the 9d Platypus and the 1/ Lyre Bird. The tsvo new series
depleting Australian animals and owers are taking shape, and the
sltuatian has been complicated by the changes in bostal rates on
1 October I959. Some seventeen new numbers have been added to
the Catalogue.

 

A particularly interesting development is the acquirernent by the
Note Printing Branch of photogravure equipment. The present recess
printing process is fortunately not being abandoned, but in future the
Post Oce will select Whichever of the two processes seems the better

"“ Sllitd to a particular design. Bi-coloured and n1ult.i-coloured stamps
can he expected, and we are told that amongst the rst such stamps
1l'lt€1'1(if3Cl is a series depicting Australian birds.

The study of our past and present issues continues, and the recently
Published George V Halfpetztzy by Messrs Dis and Rowntree provides,
among other things, a very vrelcoine addition to our ltnotviedge of the
diicult Plate 3. s I

For this edition of the Catalogue we have re-arranged and re-
. numbered the Kangaroo issues to bring them into line with issues in

the George V design. Thev are now listed by values instead of chrono-
logically as hitherto. The George V issues have been listed in this ufay
since our 195 3 edition, and the obvious advantage in ease of reference
was immediately appreciated. For the student also, as he follows, the
histor_v of a particular stamp, such an arrangement has its advantages.

-VVe recognise that the listing of certain of the Kangartio issues is
in need of revision and we hope to gisfe attentionf to this in future

 editions. Apart from the -id value there, has been no such revision in
the present edition. In the listing of this value it will be noticed that
We have omitted the very scarce “AUSTRALIA” variety. Philatelic
opinion has alwavs been divided on its status, and until the variety is
proved to bea plate aw we do not feel that its listing can begjustied.

The stamps of the ‘Australian Commonwealth provide a rich and
fascinating eld for both collector and student. We trust they will
nd this edition of the Catalogue as useful as its predecessors.

In issues that have been re-written in recent years it will be noticed
that varieties are listed in a denite order.
Shades: Listed under the letters A. B, C, etc. j". P

Paer earieties: Wnik. inverted, sidevvajvs or reversed. Pape.rithiclt or thin, etc.
‘Listed under the letters a, aa, ab, etc.

'
'5'."-

1

— ‘. -.
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Separation varieties: Double perf., irnperf., coil joins, etc. Listed under the letters
W h, ba, bb, etc. Diagonal and other freak perforations are not listed.

Printing varieties: Offset, printed on the gum, slurred or kiss prints, double prints,
dry ink, ink stripping, ink clogs (where such have become popular), etc.
Listed under the letters c, ca, cb, etc. Varieties due to paper creases or folds,
or to threads or other foreign matter adhering to paper or printing plates
are not listed.

Plate varieties: Flaws, retouches, re-entries, etc. Listed under the letters d, e, f
etc. ‘Where a plate variety is found in several states these are listed, e.g.. HS

d, da, db.
Imprints: Listed under the letters 2, ta, etc.

Reference is made in the lists to various settings of the Harrison and $3.511

imprints on surface-printed issues. For the Harrison imprint the two settings
are N of HARRISQN over MP and over M of STAMP. For the Ash imprint
(roman type) the two usual settings are N of JOHN over N and over A of
AND. There is a third setting found in F34, D74 and D177 in which the N of
JOHN is over the space between NOTE and AND.

All stamps listed in this Catalogue, apart from the early Postage
Dues and the 1/ and 2/ Olympics (q.v.), were printed in Melbourne,
by government agency. A Stamp Printing Branch of the Conzmon-
wealth Treasury Department was established in 1909. With the
retirement of the Commonwealth Stamp Printer, J. B. Cooke, in May
1918., the Stamp Printing Branch was abolished. From that date the
printing of ‘Commonwealth postage stamps has been the responsibility
of the Note Printing Branch. This was originally a branch of the
Treasury Department. In May I926 it was transferred to the Common-
wealth Bank of Australia. r ’

Throughout the Catalogue the term “unused” refers to stamps which
are reasonably well-centred, have full gum with no creases, intact
perforations, and are of fresh appearance generally. The term “used”
implies “ne used” condition, in other words reasonable centring, light
cancellation, and no stains, creases, thins, or other forms of damage.
For stamps that do not measure up to these specications prices should
be reduced according to condition. The prices for varieties are for
those in the cheapest shades unless specically stated otherwise. .‘

Except "Wl1€I‘6 otherwise stated the pricing of imprint and plate
number blocks is for “blocks of four.” To ascertain the catalogue value
of an imprint or plate number pair deduct the value’ of two unused
smgles from that of the imprint block of four. Imprints of high values
are usually seen only with pairs, and even assuch many are rare.

it will be understood that in the case of extremely rare items the
pI‘1C€S lISt€d are intended as a guide only". Prices paid for rarities are
usually a matter of negotiation.

PLEASE NOTE: \/Ve are not a stamp dealing rm and do not
supply stamps listed in this catalogue .

2

’ r

J. C. W. Brown



INTRQDUCTION
The widespread interest in the study of new and recent Common-

wealth issues continues unabated. We are grateful to Mr A. G.
Salisbury for bringing to our notice several of the varieties added to
this edition of the Catalogue. Mr Salisbury isanother of the keen
group of Queensland philatelists to whom students of present day
Commonwealth stamps owe so much. The “Green Mist” retouch of
the ls Lyrebird (064-g) was brought to our notice by Mr ]. P. Meara
but unfortunately too late for inclusion in our last edition. It is one of
the most striking varieties in Commonwealth, and it will not be an
easy item to acquire.

Specialist collectors of the Postage Dues have had much to occupy
them in the past twelve months. The new information will be found
summarised in a note at the end of the Postage Due listings. We shall
incorporate it in the itemised listing of D99 to D109 in later editions
if interest seems to justify this.

lt is difcult for collectors accustomed only to our present recess-
printed stamps, with their multiplicity of design, to appreciate the
interest aroused nearly fty years ago when the surface-printed
Kangaroos, the rst stamps of specically Commonwealth design,
were issued. VVe have chosen the most popular of these, the ltd value,
for re-writing in this edition. The selection of varieties for listing was
far from easy, and specialists in this issue are asked to remember that
this is a catalogue and not a handbook. The varieties chosen for illus#
tration are those which in our experience have caused most confusion
to the non-specialist collector.

lt will be noted that the shade description “cherry red”_ has now
been dropped from this issue. Strictly speaking there are only two
shades in this stamp, the normal “red” and the rather scarce “rose-red.”
The “red” varies from pale to deep, and, as in any such series, the
deepest red isfar from common. In our opinion however there is no
deep shade sufliciently different in quality to merit a name of its own
and separate listing.

P

The types of “Specimen” overprint on the high value Kangaroos are
now illustrated. Many collectors who nd the normal stamps beyond
their pocket are turning to these “Specimen” overprints. They are a
subject for specialised collecting in themselves.

.

In issues that have been re-written in recent years it will be noticed
that varieties are listed in a denite order.

9

Shades-' Listed under the letters A, B, C, etc.
Paper varieties: \Vmk. inverted, sideways or reversed. Paper thick or thin, etc.

Listed under the letters a, aa, ab, etc.
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Separatian varieties: Double perf., imperf., coil joins, etc. Listed under the letters
b, ba, bb, etc. Diagonal and other freak perforations are not listed.'

Prirztirzg varieties: Offset, printed on the gum, slurred or kiss prints, double prints,
dry ink, ink stripping, ink clogs (where such have become popular), etc.
Listed under the letters c, ca, cb, etc. Varieties due to paper creases or folds,
or to threads or other foreign matter adhering to paper or printing plates
are not listed.

Plate ‘varieties: Flaws, retouches, re-entries, etc. Listed under the letters d, e, f,
etc. Where a plate variety is found in several states these are listed, e.g., as
d, da, db.

i

Irrzprirzts: Listed under the letters z, za, etc.
Reference is made in the lists to varioussettings of the Harrison and Ash
imprints on surface-printed issues. For the Harrison imprint the two settings
are N of HARRISON over MP and over M of STAMP. For the Ash imprint
(roman type) the two usual settings are "N of JOHN over N and over A of
AND. There is a third setting found in F34, D74 and D77 in which the N of
JOHN is over the space between NOTE and AND.

All stamps listed in this Catalogue, apart from the early Postage
Dues and the 1/ and 2/ Olympics (q.v.), were printed in Melbourne,
by government agency. A Stamp Printing Branch of the Common—
Wealth Treasury Department was established in 1909. With the
retirement of the Commonwealth Stamp Printer, J. B. Cooke, in May
1918, the Stamp Printing Branch was abolished. From that date the
printing of ‘Commonwealth postage stamps has been the responsibility
of the Note Printing Branch. This was originally a branch of the
Treasury Department. In May 1926 it was transferred to the Common-
wealth Bank of Australia. Since the reconstitution of the Common-
wealth Bank in 195 9, Australian stamps have been printed by the Note
Printing Branch of the Reserve Bank of Australia.

Throughout the Catalogue the term “unused” refers to stamps which
are reasonably well-centred, have full gum with no creases, intact
perforations, and are of fresh appearance generally. The term “used”
implies “ne used” condition, in other words reasonable centring, light
cancellation, and no stains, creases, thins, or other forms of damage.
For stamps that do not measure up to these specications prices should
be reduced according to condition. The prices for varieties are for
those in the cheapest shades unless specically stated otherwise.

Except where otherwise stated the pricing of imprint and plate
number blocks is for “blocks of four.” To ascertain the catalogue value
of an imprint or plate number pair deduct the value of two unused
singles from that of the imprint block of four. Imprints of high values
are usually seen only with pairs, and even as such many are rare.

It will be understood that in the "case of extremely rare items the
prices listed are intended as a guide only. Prices paid for rarities are
usually a matter of negotiation.

A .

PLEASE NOTE: We are not a stamp dealing rm and do not
supply stamps listed in this catalogue

J. C. W. Brown
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‘Our gradual re-Writing of the Kangaroo issues has been continued in
this edition with the TWO PENCE value of~19,13-20. This is a. stamp

which has much, to oer the specialist collector ll-l papers, uiatermiarlts,
and a plate history wliich is interestinggztithoutbeing too complicated.
The varieties of the 2d have always been much, sought after, particu_~
larly thesubstituted cliche and the awed unit which preceded it. Some:
nine of these varieties are now illustrated. - . 1 ~

New issues of the past twelve months are listed and 1llustrated,'an_i:l
the attention of colletitors is drauzh, to a change in the system by ea-ates
advertising matter is included in the stamp booklets. Theusual
sf‘ recently discosiered varieiiies will he found added to the’ lirarious

“" $$Ct1Qn5-
, , :1? ,

,Curre_nt stamps of the Con_1rnonjwealth' are being studied rnoreiuridely
and" intensively ithan ever before, and even rnorereassuring for the
future of Commonwealth philately is the increasing number of students
lfrho show a thorough knowledge of the methods by which our present
Stamps are produced. TWenty~v.e yearsago an older generation, after
yearsspent in the studyof the special problerns jassocrated svxth the
letterpress printed Kangaroo and George V~ ISS1I6S, found 1t ‘by, no

D

-

means easv to“ readjust themselves ‘to the new. -rotary recess pnnted
stamps. When the ‘ new photogratfure press comes IHCO operation some

Of us perhaps will nd it necessary‘ to go back to school again.

More than the usual nun}her'of price changes will be found in this
edition, practically all of them in an upward d1rect1on. As a result’pi

1

D

replacements in recent years ‘some unexpected ' shortages are ;p:e1ng_

c... Yrealed, as in the case of the mint ‘id Koala, no wmlc The full _e_f'i_ect

sf some of these has still to he felt. " ‘ , . - - . - ' i ;
.

In issues that have been re-written in recent years it svrll he nptggpd

that varieties are listed in a denite order. ~' ' ’  

35a§ier=.Listed.1tujtdcr the letters C, etc. it ; , 1 ;;* Ira j ,5;

Pa ' oarieiier: Wmk.‘ inverted’ i sidewavs "oi: reversed. Paper _1Ihi¢i< Q11 ,.tl".‘.i:; ..?,i‘-7,‘per ‘F .r - i, . 5 . ..=..*. -»._.‘&.,§‘a;'l*

- Listed under the letters a, aa, ah, etc. "' ' " *

hparatioia varieties: Double perf., imper, C011 101115, etc. Llsted under the lfffs
b, ba, bh, etc. Diagonal and other freak perforations are not hsted.

-rieringioarietier: Offset, printed on the gum. Slffed 01‘ kiss Prints’ double Prints’
dry ink, ink stripping, ihk clogs (where such have become popular), BIC-

Listed under the letters c, ca, ch, etc. Varieties due to paper creases or folds,

or to threads or other foreign matter adhering to paper or prmtmg plates

are not listed.
-use varieties: Flaws, retouches, reaentries, etc. Listed under the letters 3-. 8! ft

etc. Where a plate variety is found in several states these are hated. B-ga Q5

d, da, db. ‘"
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Imprints: Listed under the letters z, za, etc.
Reference is made in the lists to various settings of the Harrison and Ash
imprints on surface-printed issues. For the Harrison imprint the two settings
are N of HARRISON over MP and over M of STAMP. For the Ash imprint
(roman type) the ittvo usual settings are N of JOHN over N and over A of
AND. There is a third setting found in F34, D74 and D77 in which the N of
JOHN is over the space between NOTE and AND. s

All stamps listed in this Catalogue, apart from the early Postage
Dues and the 1/ and 2/ Olympics (q.v.), were printed in Melbourne,
by government agency. A Stamp Printing Branch of the Common»
wealth Treasury Department ‘was established in 1909. With the
retirement of the Commonwealth Stamp Printer, J. B. Cooke, in May
1918, the Stamp Printing Branch was abolished. From that date the
printing of Commonwealth postage stamps was made the responsibility
of the Note Printing Branch. This was originally a branch of the
Treasury Department. In May 1926 it was transferred to the Common-
wealth Bank of Australia. In 1959 it became the Note Printing Branch
of the Reserve Bank of Australia. .

Throughout the Catalogue the term “unused” refers to stamps which
are reasonably well-centred, have full gum with no creases, intact
perforations, and are of fresh appearance generally. The term “used”
implies “ne used” condition, in other words reasonable centring, light
cancellation, and no stains, creases, thins, or other forms of damage.
For stamps that do not measure up to these specications prices shouid
be reduced according to condition. The prices “for varieties are for
those in the cheapest shades unless specically stated otherwise.

Except where otherwise stated the pricing of iniprint and plats
number blocks is for “blocks of four.” To ascertain the, catalogue value
of an imprint or plate number pair deduct the value of two unused
singles from that of the imprint block of four. Imprints of high values
are usually seen only with pairs, and even as such many are rare.

It will be understood that in the case of extremely rare items the
prices listed are intended as a guide only. Prices paid for rarities sr
usually a matter of negotiation.

PLEASE NOTE: We are not a stamp dealing‘ rm and do not
supply stamps listed in this catalogue ‘ .
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INTRODUCTION .

This is the twenty-fth edition of our Catalogue, and it appears in
the ftieth year since the issue of the Kangaroo stamps of 1913; To
the general collector those stamps marked the emergence of the Com-
monwealth of Australia as a stamp-issuing country. It was only‘ thirteen
years later, in 1926, that the late Mr S. Orlo-Smith, one of Melb7ourne’s
leading stamp dealers, published the rst editionof this Catalogue.

In that short period some of our best known varieties had already
become rmly “established in philatelic esteem. Nevertheless their prices
make interesting reading. The 4d K.G. V violet, line through value,
for example, is listed at £5 unused. The 6d Kangaroo blue, broken leg,
is 40/ unused, as compared with the 6d rst wmk., retouched? E in
FENCE, at 25/ (the 6d substituted cliché had not yet been dis-
covered). The £2, rst wmk., unused, is 90/. The rst edition of the
Catalogue contained 32 pages and sold for 2/6.

.

For this twenty-fth edition we have continued the reawcriting of
the Kangaroo issues with the 2%d'., 3d, 4-d and 5d‘ values. All the best
known varieties in these values are now illustrated. The new Cocos
(Keeling) Islands stamps will be found listed in the same section as the
Antarctic Territory issues. They are validfor use within the Common-
wealth and it would seem therefore that a place must be found for
them in the Catalogue. C

It will be noticed that the use of separate postage due stamps has
been discontinued as from 31 January 1963, ordinary postage stamps
now being used to denote payment of postage due charges. This ends
a chapter in Commonwealth _philatel'y which began in July 1902. We
have always recommended our postage dues as a rewarding eld ‘for
the specialist. collector. Their opening and closing years in particular
are full of interest. Now that the eld is clearly marked out and
limited we anticipate that more collectors will be attracted to tthemi.

A new chapter in Commonwealth philately began in Septemlber 1962
when the Note Printing Branch issued its rst photogravure printed
stamp. Some details of the new press were given in. the Australian Post
Oice Philatelic Bulletin, Vol. 10, No. 2. Once the experimental stage
has been passed, further information of assistance to the student and
collector will be published.

a

In issues that have beenre-written in recent years it will be noticed
that varieties are listed in a denite order.

e . e A »

Shades-‘ Listed under the letters A, B, C, etc. i
H A

Paper varieties: Wmk. inverted, sideways or reversed. Paper thick or thin, etc.
Listed under the letters a, aa, ab, etc. .. . ' . .. ‘

ACSC 25th Edition 1964



Separation varieties: Double perf., imperf., coil joins, etc. Listed under the letters
b, ba, bb, etc. Diagonal and otherpfreak perforations are not listed.

Printing varieties: Offset, printed on the gum,‘ slurred or kiss prints, double prints,
dry ink, ink stripping, ink clogs (where such have become popular), etc.
Listed under the letters c, ca, cb, etc. Varieties due to paper creases or folds,
or to threads or other foreign matter adhering to paper or printing plates

‘ are not listed. - .

Plate varieties: Flaws, retouches, re-entries, etc.,Listed under .the-le_tters.d_,- e,_f,
etc. Where a plate variety is found in "several states these are listed,_“e.‘g.,_ as
d, da, db.‘ B‘ ‘ ‘ " '9

Imprints: Listed under the lettersz, za, etc. ' - " ~ ' '

Reference is made in the lists to various settings of the Harrison and Ash
imprints on surface-printed issues. For the Harrison imprint the "twosettings
are N of HARRISON over MP and over_l\/I of STAMP. For the Ash: imprint
(roman type) the two usual settings are N of JOHN over N and over A of
AND. There is a third setting found in F34, D74 and D77 in which the of
]OHN is over the space between NOTE and AND.

All stamps listed in this Catalogue, apart from the early Postage
Dues, the 1/ and 2/ Olympics and the 5 d and 2/ 3 Empire Games,’_were
printed in Melbourne by governfment agency. A Stamp Printing Branch
of the Commonwealth Treasury Department was established in 1909.
With the retirement of the Commonwealth S-tamp Printer, J. B.'Cooke,
in_l\/lay 1918, the Stamp Printing Branch was abolished. From that date
the p-rinting of Commonwealth postage stamps was made- the respons-
ibility of the Note Printing Branch. This was origina-lly a branch of .th7e

Treasury Departnient. In May 1926 it was transferred to the Common-;
wealth Bank of Australia. In 1959 it became the Note Printing Branch
of the Reserve Bank of Australia. A . - t . O

Throughout the Cataloguethe term “unused” refers to stamps which
are reasonably well-centred, have full gum With no ,creases,.Qintact
perforatiotns, and are of fresh appearance ,generally.,The”ter.m.‘fuesekdf’
implies “ne used” condition, in otherwords“ reasonable ¢entring,*‘1ig,hIc
cancellation, and no stains, creases, thins, or other forms of damage.
For stamps that do not measure up to these specications prices Should
be reduced according to condition. The prices for varieties are for
those in the cheapest shades unless specically stated otherwise.

Except where otherwise stated the pricing of imprint and plate
number blocks is for “blocks of four.” To ascertain the catalogue value
of an imprint or plate number pair deduct the value of two unused
singles from that of the imprint block of four. Imprintsof high values
are usually seen only with pairs, and even as such many are rare.

alt will be understood that, in the case _o»f,e'>[;tremely, rare pitemstthe
prices listed are inptended asa 'guid.efon'ly.f Prices Qpaid for raritiesjare
usually a matter o negotiation. A if A ' '

. v . "9 . - , ,
' ' ~ . . . - 1

W.-<PLE»ASE. NOTE: We are not astamp dealing, rm and .do._,not
supply stamps listed in this catalogue  A i ‘ '

J. C. W. Brown
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